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About This Game

SPLASH BLAST PANIC is a multiplayer competitive party game where you must shoot, ram, dodge and overall bully your
opponents outside the screen with a variety of watergun-based weaponry. Inspired by old arcade titles as well as newer

competitive party games, ruin all your friendships in a variety of stages.

Features

Up to 4 player multiplayer, in various forms of free for all or team-based matches, with a lot of control over match
options for your personal liking!

A bunch of different levels, each presenting their own little challenges to overcome while still trying to get your
opponents outside the ring. With the addition of a big selection of offensive and defensive items so you can baffle your
adversary at the last second and then bother them about it for the rest of the evening.

A heart pounding soundtrack composed by Mitch Gasser and an insane sound landscape by Julien Mathey

Arcade mode singleplayer, for more stages and characters unlocks as well as other little secrets. And also to master your
skills in your free time so you can become "that guy".
Colourful hand-drawn graphics mixed with an old arcadey feel, accessible for both newcoming players and with little
intricacies for more advanced and skilled gamers.
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Title: SPLASH BLAST PANIC
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Team KwaKwa
Publisher:
Digital Smash
Release Date: 28 Aug, 2018
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A massive cult classic franchise finally, entirely crosses over to the west. As far as the gameplay goes, imagine Bionic
Commando, but with an amazing physics system that's Difficult But Awesome to the max. I can not recommend these games
enough, buy them (twice each if possible).. Looks like Giants have learned a lesson or two from SCS Software :D

Finally a reasonably priced DLC :D. One of the best visual novels I have read. I love the chemistry between the characters and
there's a lot of storyline to explore. Absolutely loved the music, I wish I could buy that somewhere. Great characters, all with
different personalities which makes the story interesting and fun to read. 3 romance options that I loved reading and would
definitely recommend to anybody who loves yuri.. How do I purchase more stars so I can keep playing? I try to do it from in the
game, but nothing happens when I click on the Buy Now buttons.. 10\/10 gonna download anime mods again. it's a good game,
just treat it as the last chapter of the normal arcania.. Best puzzle game of all time. All hail Chip!. Om du spelat Stronghold 3 så
kommer du verkligen att gilla detta spel, det har så många komponenter som man saknat i Stronghold serien.

Rekommenderas Varmt!
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wow this game is really A W F U L.
They call this garbage, "strategy"?!
its FAR more simple than the other negetive reviews lead me to believe, the most shallow "RTS" i have ever played, FAR worse
than even World in conflict's super shallow strategy
imagine a mobile phone game with the graphics of a PC game, but at its core its a really SIMPLE game, mind numbingly simple
game.
you can put schit in a silk stocking but its still just schit in the inside.
Your APC's counter ATTACK helicopters!
It supremely stupid.
An attack helicopter will shred TANKS ,but a light armored thin skinned PERSONNEL CARRIER will make minch meat out
of a unit that shreds tanks??
Laughably moronic game design.
The game is SUPER easy with its simple "rock paper scissors", unit countering "system".
AS BORING AS A FREE TO PLAY VISUAL NOVEL.
REFUNDED even at three dollars!
. Great game. Its a standlone sequel to Direct Action, the Naval part does get challenging. Act of War is very similar to
Command & Conquer Generals.

8.8/10. Looking at my time played you would guess this is an awesome game. It really could be, but the poker engine is so
flawed at it's core that I find myself playing terrible poker to compete with terrible AI. So much so that my RL game suffered.

It's extremely addicting though, right up to the point where you just can't play it anymore without screaming in frustration. Good
thing I got it on sale, as I'd be REALLY annoyed had I dropped 20 bucks on it.. Online Capitalism Simulator. Open a
corporation, take out a loan, start a business. Build your business and research new industries. Trade what you produce, or build
your own supply chain. Graphics are Sim City 2000 esque, but it is online multiplayer and that makes it a lot of fun anyways.
Bought and paid full price which might be a little high for the current online community, but assuming we can some interest, it
will be more fun the more people join.. The game is fun and enjoyable. For the price you will get you moneys worth.

It offers a decent amount of challenge to complete some of those levels.

The game offers a few modes to play with puzzle mode being the most challenging one.

The graphics behind the game is cute and quite a pleasant sight.
The sounds and music is a great add on, making this entirety of this game quite better.. Best arcade racer I have ever played on
P.C.
Reminds me of Fuel and Sega Rally aswell as Motorstorm.

I downloaded the demo and enjoyed it so much I did some research and picked up the game for 23euro on cd key site instead of
the 50 euro here on steam.

Using a wired xbox 360 controller to play and enjoying every minute of it.

Great fun and decent ai and graphics lots of hours to this title.

Multiplayer available seems to be player hosted so expect pings to vari ALOT!

Over all if you are into racing,cars or motorsport..this is the game for you just remember it is archade not a sim.. This is a really
awesome side scrolling space ship shoot in the fashion of R-type and Gradius and Lifeforce. Don't my let my lack of minutes
fool you i played mostly when with my friends list off when i didn't wanna be bothered. This game is hard and I mean classically
hard if you arent famailar with this style of gameplay you will have a rough go of it. To get the best expernice out of this game it
should be played with a controller like a SNES or Sega Saturn gamepad. Xbox 360 controllers need not apply.. Really great
game that reminds me of many many hours lost in front of Boulderdash and Supaplex. The dev is also a fantastic and lovely guy
who has done a lot to support his fellow indie devs, and for that I would give him eternal thumbs up. This is a must buy and the
different tilesets are a great feature. Music is great too :). First impressions: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2HZ6y-M0QkE
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So as soon as I saw the title of this game, I just *had* to request a key for it.. I mean who *doesn't* want to play a manly game
about saving the world from the loss of moustaches! I've even grown a moustache just to play it!

It's hard, very hard.. but it IS a roguelike after all!. Pros :
+ Graphics (cryengine)
+ Campaign length

Cons :
- Story
- Character
- AI
- Dialogue
- Bugs
- Checkpoint need improvement
- Too much ammunition cache
- Cant go prone
- Cant turn off sniper bullet cam

Comment: I'm shooting the truck with sniper multiple times. Enemy soldier doesn't react, they only start react when they truck
exploded ;
Not worth the full price ;
I kinda like the game but it need more improvements ;
another thing that make me hate this game is that i made some progress but it didn't save ;
If you wanna try , wait for sale. I bought it when its -90%
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